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Mouser Sponsors Anti-Counterfeit Webinar Hosted By ECIA and ECN 

 
June 11, 2012 – Mouser Electronics, Inc., regarded as a top design engineering resource and global distributor 

for semiconductors and electronic components, today announced that it is sponsoring a webinar hosted by the 

Electronic Components Industry Association (ECIA) in collaboration with ECN to further educate the industry on 

developments in the fight against counterfeit electronic components. As an AS9120A-authorized distributor, 

Mouser’s sponsorship underscores the company’s own dedication to supporting the fight against counterfeit 

products. The webinar takes place Tuesday, June 12.  

Chris Warner, Executive Editor of ECN will moderate and Robin B Gray, Jr., ECIA’s President, will 

provide a presentation on the latest government and industry developments in the battle to reign in counterfeit 

product usage. They will be joined by panellists to discuss evolving regulations handed down by the U.S. Defense 

Department, how those regulations will impact contractors and subcontractors, and the emerging standards to 

avoid counterfeits in the aerospace and automotive industries. 

“We’re pleased to sponsor this strategic event and have every confidence that discussions like this will 

pave the way towards a more secure world of electronics distribution,” states Pete Shopp, Senior Vice President 

of Operations at Mouser Electronics. “Mouser has always firmly believed in the need for genuine products to 

ensure quality and reliability. And as an AS9120A-certified distributor, customers can trust that Mouser is 

delivering authorized, genuine components.”  

“This is a key issue for the industry,” said Robin B. Gray, Jr., ECIA’s President. “ECIA has taken an active 

role in this fight for many years through an advocacy marketing campaign to identify “authorized sources” for 

electronic products. Thanks in part to those efforts, the government now recognizes that important distinction.” 

        Mouser Electronics takes every possible precaution to ensure its customers are receiving authorized, 

genuine components. AS9120A is a quality management certification for distributors to the aerospace industry 

addressing chain of custody, traceability, control and availability of records. AS9120A certification requires 

rigorous purchasing, handling, storage, and traceability controls to prevent counterfeit and non-conforming 

electronic components from entering the supply chain. Mouser carries dual registration to AS9120A and ISO 

9001:2008 to serve both customers purchasing aerospace components and those purchasing commercial 

products, and has also adopted relevant requirements of SAE standard AS5553 Counterfeit Electronic Parts: 

Avoidance, Detection, Mitigation, and Disposition into their AS9120A Quality Management System.  

        Additionally, Mouser is a contributing member on the SAE G-19 Counterfeit Electronic Parts Committee that 

wrote AS5553, is currently writing AS6081 Counterfeit Electronic Parts; Avoidance Protocol, Distributors 

and revision A to AS5553. 
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With its broad product line and unsurpassed customer service, Mouser caters to design engineers and 

buyers by delivering What’s Next in advanced technologies. Mouser offers customers 19 global support locations 

and stocks the world’s widest selection of the latest semiconductors and electronic components for the newest 

design projects. Mouser Electronics’ website is updated daily and searches more than 8.9 million products to 

locate over 3 million orderable part numbers available for easy online purchase.  Mouser.com also houses an 

industry-first interactive catalog, data sheets, supplier-specific reference designs, application notes, technical 

design information, and engineering tools.  

About Mouser Electronics 

Mouser Electronics, a subsidiary of TTI, Inc., is part of Warren Buffett's Berkshire Hathaway family of companies. 

Mouser is an award-winning, authorized semiconductor and electronic component distributor, focused on the 

rapid introduction of new products and technologies to electronic design engineers and buyers. Mouser.com 

features more than 3 million products online from more than 450 manufacturers. Mouser publishes multiple 

catalogs per year providing designers with up-to-date data on the components now available for the next 

generation of electronic devices.  Mouser ships globally to over 375,000 customers in 170 countries from its 

492,000 sq. ft. state-of-the-art facility south of Dallas, Texas.  For more information, visit http://www.mouser.com. 

About ECIA 

The Electronic Components Industry Association (ECIA) was formed in 2011 by the combination of the National 

Electronic Distributors Association (NEDA) and the Electronic Components Association (ECA). The Association 

connects all segments of the electronic components industry including manufacturers, authorized distributors and 

manufacturer representatives. ECIA members are involved in networking, development of industry guidelines and 

standards, advocacy, research, conferences and exhibitions and special interest roundtables. For more 

information, visit www.eciaonline.org. 

Trademarks 

Mouser and Mouser Electronics are registered trademarks of Mouser Electronics, Inc.  All other products, logos, 

and company names mentioned herein may be trademarks of their respective owners. 
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Further information, contact:                                                  
Larry Johannes, Mouser Electronics 
Vice President Strategic Marketing  
(817) 804-3534 
larry.johannes@mouser.com 
 

For press inquiries, contact: 
Kelly DeGarmo, Mouser Electronics 
Corp. Communications & Media Relations Mgr. 
(817) 804-7764 
kelly.degarmo@mouser.com 
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